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Sort: Top

[–]  zx1  18 points (+18|-0 ) 3 hours ago  (edited 2.7 hours ago)

OKC is owned by IAC who also owns Match Group (this includes
Tinder and PlentyofFish), Vimeo, Ask.com, Dictionary.com, The
Daily Beast and many others. Bill Clinton's daughter is a board
member of IAC, which alone should say everything. They wish to
control the narrative like they've always done.
This is course takes its toll on the everyday joe who wishes to
meet a nice, modest women who hasn't whored herself out
secretly or "professionally" (escorts). The whole point is to
corrode American culture and reprogram its citizens to accept
self destruction. Women destroy their sanctity in the name of
women's rights by opening themselves up sexually to anybody
and using their sex appeal as a power base. Men in turn are
programmed to cuck themselves and either worship the pussy at
every corner, letting black men corrupt her permanently or taught
to hate what women have become and instead turn homosexual
to "compensate." I cannot tell you the amount of homosexual
liberals I have come across. These people are being taught to
take pleasure in harming their sense of identity, morality and
sanctity. The globalists have played everyone's self hatred
against themselves. Of course, the reasons are more intricate
than this and you could write a whole book on this subject, I'm
just laying the basics.
Finding a woke white woman who hasn't whored herself out and
is mentally stable is extremely difficult. It doesn't help that with
this economy, many are turning towards escorting to pay the
rent.
permalink

[–]  HighEnergyLife  4 points (+4|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Spot on
permalink    parent

[–]  L3D  14 points (+14|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

I would say that those are pretty slim pickings, but they really
aren't.
permalink

[–]  Caveman_in_a_suit  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2 hours ago 
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Good place for a liposuction firm to look for sales leads
permalink    parent

[–]  goyphobic  11 points (+11|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

The unapologetically fat ones are the best.
They're not wasting my time with fat girl angle shots. I can tell
right off the bat that I'm not interested.
permalink

[–]  FreeBreivik  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

And the ones with a visible STD (niglets.)
permalink    parent

[–]  CapitalPurifier  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.4 hours ago 

Honesty is such a time saver for everyone
permalink    parent

[–]  WhiteSurvivalist  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

Can you convince her to lose weight?
permalink    parent

[–]  AOU  10 points (+10|-0 ) 3.9 hours ago 

Mentally ill coal burning degenerates...
permalink

[–]  BrmBrm_  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

Unfortunately, the only cure for that kind of illness is a rope
permalink    parent

[–]  Wahaha  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

You're just saying this because lobotomy has a bad rep.
permalink    parent

[–]  100LinksToGunter  6 points (+6|-0 ) 3.7 hours ago  (edited 3.7 hours ago)

ahahaha holy shit what a find.
Years ago I tried a couple of dating sites for free, and on one of
them you had to pay to see who views you, but I got 80 views in
about 30 mins from I swear bots just to make me pay to see.
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j p y
Didn't pay and I deleted my account the next day because lol.
E: just remembered it was match.com the faggots.
permalink

[–]  acheron2012  6 points (+6|-0 ) 3.7 hours ago 

It's like one of those 105 car wrecks that turns into a fire and 30
people die. You know you should look away. You don't want to
see what's there. But you just can't not look.
Hate you OP! <jk>
permalink

[–]  boredTech  5 points (+6|-1 ) 3.6 hours ago 

Nothing much has actually changed. Always been mentally ill on
dating apps (if they could get somebody in real life they wouldn't
be on the app) just that they decided to die their hair now.
permalink

[–]  Wahaha  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.7 hours ago 

Not sure if typo or not.
permalink    parent

[–]  TheTrigger  3 points (+3|-0 ) 3.4 hours ago 

Dating sites have always been bottom-of-the-barrel garbage-
people. Like, 95% of the people on them. Then, the 5%
that aren't, get chased away by all those who are. They're not
worth it, dude. The only difference between then and now, is that
the garbage people speak a different language of self-loathing
lack-of-self-awareness. Oh, and they reflect the fact that 70% of
the population of overweight; 40% morbidly so.
permalink

[–]  BrmBrm_  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Plenty of ''normal people'' date Niggers too.It's because
American society itself is degenerate.Those degenerate
people above are the products of the degenerate society they
live in.
They are victims, not villains.
Like i said above, they still need to get hanged, as their kind of
disease is incurable.But they shouldn't be hanged out of our
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anger towards them, but out of our good will to put them out of
their misery.
permalink    parent

[–]  SHIVASHIVASHIVA  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

by ‘niggers’? Do you mean subsaharan cannibals?
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  enginedriver13  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago  (edited 2.3 hours ago)

Plenty of ''normal people'' date Niggers too.

Anyone with so llittle intelligence and sense of self-
preservation to date an 85-average-IQ savage is no longer
"normal". They made their bed, let them lie in it.
permalink    parent
2 replies

[–]  Zen-Zinxe  3 points (+3|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

Holy fuck. Okc is somehow getting worse.
permalink

[–]  Whitemail  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.7 hours ago 

That last one likes the beach, because she gets a lot of attention
for being a beached whale.
permalink

[–]  truthwoke33  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago  (edited 1.9 hours ago)
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Okcupid is owned by Jews with Chelsea Clinton on
the board of directors. I think you can figure out the
rest. Source in link.
https://voat.co/v/whatever/2506409
permalink

[–]  Javik2186  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.4 hours ago 

I don't trust dating sites anyway because they always want your
credit card number and most of the users on those sites either
are men, unattractive femwhales, or scam bots.
permalink

[–]  Hugh_G  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

I have a huge collection of my own grotesque dating app
screenshots. My favorite one is this long winded bio about what
she's looking for and expects and how fun she is. Then at the
end she throws in "BTW I have 6 kids so if you don't like kids,
BYE"
permalink

[–]  meow_cow  2 points (+2|-0 ) 3.2 hours ago  (edited 3.2 hours ago)

I live in a conservative area in the U.S. The few times I've tried
online dating I didn't come across this stuff unless I increased the
radius for my matches. This is insane. That's all that I have to
say.
permalink

[–]  Wahaha  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

It's what environmental pollution is doing to people.
permalink    parent

[–]  dspfoisdafodsi  2 points (+2|-0 ) 3.4 hours ago  (edited 3.4 hours ago)

normal people date in real life, degenerates can't do that
permalink

[–]  SegFault  2 points (+2|-0 ) 3.4 hours ago 

OKC is full of feminists and faggots. Tinder us full of whores.
What's the surprise?
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permalink

[–]  derram  2 points (+2|-0 ) 3.9 hours ago 

https://catbox.moe/c/y570b3 :

This has been an automated message. PNG

permalink

[–]  TerdWilson  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago  (edited 1.4 hours ago)

I think more people would have success just approaching a
woman, she might be married or attached... who cares it will only
make her smile unless you have dick out... then that might be a
bit creepy for her. Even if you have 10" cock like me.
All these chat bullshit apps destroyed small talk.
permalink

[–]  GenghisSean  1 points (+1|-0 ) 44 minutes ago 

I'm with you Terd. The rising popularity of Tinder and OKC
have made some people avoid talking to the people around
them.
permalink    parent

[–]  Whitemail  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.7 hours ago 

Where I'm at so many dating/hook up sites are completely taken
over by disgusting niggers.
permalink

[–]  SHIVASHIVASHIVA  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 1.5 hours ago 

by ‘niggers’ I’m assuming you mean subsaharans,
subsaharans are cannibals, raping is a cannibal’s top
objective.
permalink    parent

[–]  NotHereForPizza  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

Women that avoid the men in their lives and look to the internet
for relationships are not the type of women you want to find
yourself around.
Women that care more about their digital facade than their real
self are not the type of women you want to find yourself around.
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Rethink this. Meet someone in real life.
permalink

[–]  LlamaMan  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.2 hours ago  (edited 2.2 hours ago)

OKC has a lot of fuckups to sort through, seems the saddest of
the sad go there. I met my girlfriend of 6 years there and she is
pretty fucking great tbh. I dropped my expectations down a little
in terms of look and ended up with a girly girl who loves to look
her best and cook shit for me. She'll make me a sammich while
we both shit on Muslims. Love her.
Siphon through the shit and stop looking at 57% matches.
permalink

[–]  Death2Autism  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Can we make a voat for this lol
permalink

[–]  BrmBrm_  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.7 hours ago 

Cheers mate.I'll post this in a Facebook page where all those
ignorant Croatian fuckers gather to talk about immigrating to the
West.
I know they're victims of (((western propaganda))), but it still
pisses me off
permalink

[–]  totes_magotes  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.2 hours ago 

The only thing worse than online dating is quitting online dating.
Go meet real people in real life.
permalink

[–]  TheKobold  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.2 hours ago 

What the ever living fuck is non binary trans women mean...
Defining it causes the phrase to implode.
permalink

[–]  Laurentius_the_pyro  1 points (+3|-2 ) 3.4 hours ago 

Jews happened
permalink

[–]  shadow332  [S] 1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.1 hours ago 
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I don't get it...
permalink    parent

[–]  Laurentius_the_pyro  3 points (+3|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

Wonder why there are so many mudsharks?
Years of Judeo-Marxist indoctrination.
permalink    parent

[–]  Mathurin1911  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.4 hours ago 

I've got one saved to my phone, will post later tonight after I get
to the pc. Yep, net dating is a bit wild now.
permalink

[–]  shadow332  [S] 0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.1 hours ago 

It seems to have changed dramatically in the past 5 years or
so. Yes, do post it when you're on your pc again.
permalink    parent

[–]  kim2u  0 points (+0|-0 ) 27 seconds ago 

I imagine most people who use dating sites are unattractive by
conventional standards and/or socially inept to some degree.
permalink

[–]  Buff_Awesome  0 points (+0|-0 ) 6 minutes ago 

A lot of cat-lovers who are simultaneously feminists I'm seeing
there.
permalink

[–]  killuminati070  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago 

Hhaha Thanks for the good laugh. Man these people are so
brainwashed
permalink

[–]  draaaak  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.2 hours ago  (edited 1.2 hours ago)

OKCupid tailors it's match results based on the click-through rate
for your profile. If your profile doesn't get clicked on for explored
very often, relative to how often it is featured in match results for
other users, then the match results that you see, will also be
users with low click-through rates. Basically, if you're ugly and
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unappealing, OkCupid will show you ugly and unappealing
people that other people also think are ugly and unappealing.
They don't talk about this part of their matching algorithm very
much anymore, but a few years ago they sent me an email
explaining it in sufficient detail, because I had a high click-
through rate.
Also, unrelated to anybody's click-through rate, okcupid has
bought, hook line & sinker, into the whole transgender bullshit
movement, which is why you see tranny fags in your match
results.
Stop using OkCupid. Focus on meeting people in the real world.
permalink

[–]  DietCokehead1  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

Most of those profiles are from Ontario. I think it says a lot about
the current state of Canadian "women".
permalink

[–]  culofiesta  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

I've met a couple of women that have black spawn. Every one of
them hid it and when I never saw them again they didn't pester
me with calls asking why. I didn't even hear from them. It's like
they knew and have been through it before.
With one woman it was like figuring out a riddle. She left small
clues about her son- no photos, no nothing. That was hint no. 1
permalink

[–]  kjell  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

It's not my fault Kitchener sucks.
permalink

[–]  Zerowolf  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

holy fucking hell, that's fucked up. You better double wrap your
willy and hope they don't poke any holes. 100% chance you'll
need a penicillin shot after taking a tumble with one of those.
Better yet shove your dick in a sharps container and save
yourself the trouble
permalink

[–]  bagano1  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.1 hours ago 
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I could go for Wissal and the "Married" one, TBH...
permalink

[–]  My-Name-is-Mud  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago 

Vanity.
permalink

[–]  fusir  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.4 hours ago 

Here is a tip for Ebay and Craigslist users. The asking price is
not the moving price.
permalink

[–]  Hokuto_Seikun  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

That second one is going to give me nightmares. Is it even
human?
permalink

[–]  kneo24  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.9 hours ago 

"Non-binary transwomen". It's like someone drank so much Kool-
aid that they forget what non-binary means.
permalink
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